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Abstract: Classification of land cover types in remotely sensed images is one of the major applications in remote sensing.
This paper presents a framework for classifying the land cover information by applying Computer based optimization
techniques. The proposed system was implemented and the results were obtained on different Remote sensing images. The
proposed algorithm has very good efficiency and high accuracy than conventional methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function,
f(x, y), where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and the
amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the
intensity or gray level of the image at that point. When x, y,
and the amplitude values of f are all finite, discrete
quantities, we call the image a digital image. The field of
digital image processing refers to processing digital images
by means of a digital computer. Note that a digital image is
composed of a finite number of elements, each of which has
a particular location and value. These elements are referred
to as picture elements, image elements, pixels. Pixel is the
term most widely used to denote the elements of a digital
image. In remote sensing, classification is one of the
processes for grouping the homogeneous pixels into
meaningful categories. The classification algorithms are
based on the assumption that the image to be processed
contains one or more features such as spectral regions in the
case of remote sensing images. In this paper, classification
of satellite images is an essential process to identify different
land classes. Different land classes have different properties
based on which they may be identified and classified [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section-II
describes the frame work of proposed system. Section-III
illustrates the experimental results obtained on remote
sensing images and also analyzes the performance measures
of the proposed frame work. Finally section-IV draws the
conclusion of this paper.

the dataset with a portion of Landsat-7 ETM + multispectral
image (bands 1, 2,3,4,5 and 7) acquired over the west of
Haerbin, Heilongjiang, china, on august 11, 2001. This
proposed work has been represented systematically (figure-1)
Noise Removal
An adaptive noise removal filtering using the wiener
filter has been applied for noise removal of images. The
wiener filter can be considered as one of the most
fundamental noise reduction approaches and widely based
for the solution of image restoration problems. In our system
we use 3x3 neighbourhoods of filtering size[2].

II. METHODOLGY
The proposed architecture is designed for the
classification of remote sensing images which is based on
land cover information [5]. In this work we have carried out
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Noise reduction techniques are procedures that are used to
remove the unwanted signals from an image. Noise
reduction techniques are conceptually very similar
regardless of the signal being processed, however a priori
knowledge of the characteristics of an expected signal can
mean that the implementations of these techniques vary
greatly depending on the type of signal [3]. All denoising
methods depend on a filtering parameter „h‟. This parameter
measures the degree of filtering applied to the image [4]. For
most methods, the parameter „h‟ depends on an estimation of
the noise variance 2.[10] The result of a denoising method
Dh can be defined as a decomposition of any image „v‟ as
given in below Equation[5]
w = Dhv + n (Dh, v)
Where Dhv is smoother than v. n (Dh, v) is the noise guessed
by the method.

B. K-Means clustering

Step 7: Result of oij is either 0 or 1
If oij=1 means, i belongs to cluster j.
If oij=0 means, i belongs to some other clusters.
Step 8: Calculate mean algorithm by
Kj=1/ni(oij)*cij
Step 9: Repeat Step4 to Step8 until method reaches in n
sample.
Step 10: Recalculate the position of centriod by
Cj=1/ni(Kj*cij).
Step 11: Repeat Step 2 to Step 10, upto centroids.
Step 12: Find the optimal clusters from the result of iteration
by
Min j= oij|Kj – Cj|2.
C. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithms (GA), first proposed by John Holland in
the 1960s, are a category of EC that use concepts derived
from evolution. Proper application of a GA finds a balance
between exploration and exploitation of a given optimization
problem's search space. First, a population of chromosomes
is created an initialized. These chromosomes each contain a
collection of genes and each gene has a value (called an
allele). A single chromosome is an encoded version of a
solution to the problem that the GA is attempting to
optimize. The GA performs exploration or exploitation of
the problems search space by evolving the population of
chromosomes through a series of generations. During each
generation of the GA, parent chromosomes are selected from
the population. These parent chromosomes are combined to
form children chromosomes and then the child chromosomes
are mutated. In a generational type GA, an entirely new
population for each generation is formed by creating
multiple child chromosomes. For a steady state GA, the
child chromosomes are used to replace members of the
current population but a new population is not formed during
each generation.

K-means clustering is a partitioning based clustering
technique of classifying/grouping items into k groups (where
k is user specified number of clusters). The grouping is done
by minimizing the sum of squared distances (Euclidean
distances) between items and the corresponding centroid. A
centroid (also called mean vector) is "the center of mass of a
geometric object of uniform density". Although K-means is
simple and can be used for a wide variety of data types, it is
quite sensitive to initial positions of cluster centers. There
are two simple approaches to cluster center initialization i.e.
either to select the initial values randomly, or to choose the
first k samples of the data points. As an alternative, different
sets of initial values are chosen (out of the data points) and
the set, which is closest to optimal, is chosen. Also, the
computational complexity of original K-means algorithm is
very high, especially for large data sets.
A very important step in the GA is the selection of parents
.
for the next generation of chromosomes. In order to provide
Pseudocode for K-Means Algorithm
a guided search, which is appropriate for the given
optimization problem, the selection of parents needs to be
We take k number of clusters and n number of
samples in an multi dimensional space. Here, k number of based on the quality of the solution that their chromosomes
iterations are followed for k centroids to obtain optimal represent. A property called fitness is used to quantify the
clusters, at each iteration, solution is constructed. And quality of a given solution and a fitness function is used to
finally, found best optimal solution from iteration and calculate the fitness value of each chromosome in a given
average time is calculated at end. Below mentioned rule is population before parent selection is made. A variety of
different selection methods are used by GA but they all use
followed for algorithm construction.
the principle that higher fit chromosomes are more likely to
be chosen as parents. This fitness selection provides the GA
Step 1: Initialize all k number of clusters and n number of
direction for the search of an optimization problems search
samples.
Step 2: Iteration(I) <=k
space.GA has been successfully implemented for various
Step 3: Randomly select one centroid cj, where j=1<j<k.
clustering problems using different chromosome encoding
Step 4: Method1<=n
schemes and fitness functions. A GA performs clustering on
Step 5: Randomly choose one object oi, where i=1<i<n.
an input set of data objects so that supervised learning can be
Step 6: Object i on cluster j represent as oij.
applied to predict class labels in the second step. The input
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for the GA is a set of data objects that have both numeric
and label attributes and a desired number of clusters. The
goal of the GA is to produce clusters of data objects that
minimize cluster dispersion and are as pure as possible in
relation to the label attributes. The GA uses a two
component fitness function where the first component
measures within cluster variance using a distance metric and
the second component measures the similarity of the labeled
attributes of the data objects. A very large input data set can
be preprocessed to make a representative set that can be used
by the algorithm for better time and space efficiency. In GA
implement two alternate preprocessing methods for
clustering algorithm such as

Step 9: Fitness value of sample j for Label attribute is
Fj(La) = 1/Sji(La/ni).
Step 10: Step 4 to Step 9 is repeated until Method1 reaches
n samples in search space.
Step 11: Fitness value for chromosome i is calculated by
Fji = 1/ni{Fj(Ia)*Fj(La)}.
Step 12: Repeat step 2 to step 10, until reach MaxIter.
Step 13: Finally, find minimum fitness value from the
solution of each iteration by using frequency as
F=Min{1/n(f|Fji-Sji|2,0}.
Initial steps are similar K-means algorithm but Genetic
Algorithm is more efficient because final solution is
evaluated by frequency of fitness value and samples
matching value.


The first Preprocessing method used random
sampling to obtain a data set with fewer points. This reduced
data set was then used in evaluating the fitness of the
chromosomes.

The
second
preprocessing
method
used
summarization of the input data set and is based on the work
presented in reference [1].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, multi spectral images are considered to test the
performance. In this work we have compared K-Means
algorithm with Genetic Algorithm
A. Landsat-7 ETM+ Dataset

For this method, a grid is first constructed and then the input
data set is applied to this grid. A single point location and
corresponding weight is calculated for each region defined
by the grid. The location of the representative point is
chosen as the mean value of all the points in the region and
the weight of the representative point is equal to the number
of points that it replaces.


Pseudocode for Genetic Algorithm

Here, we take n number of chromosomes for n number of
centroids,m number of Samples Sj and Sji is jth and input
attribute as Ia. First chromosome is consider as a parent
chromosome and in each iteration it build child
chromosomes. Below are GA rule to find cluster
construction.
Step 1: Initialize n number of chromosomes to n number of
centroids.
Step 2: Iteration(I)<=MaxIter
Step 3: Parent Chromosome Pi is selected randomly.
Step4: Method1<=n
Step 5: Randomly select one sample in multi dimensional
space.
Step 6: Sample j is assigned to chromosome i by
Sji= 1/ni{loga(La)*loga(Ia)}.
i
Step 7: Sj value is either 0 or 1
IfSij =1, Sample is matched to ith chromosomes.
If Sij = 0, Sample j belongs to some other chromosomes.
Step 8: If Chromosomes matched then fitness value of
sample j to input attribute is calculated by
Fj(Ia) = 1/Sji(Ia/ni).
Copyright to IJARCCE

The First dataset is a portion of a Landsat-7 ETM +
multispectral image (bands 1, 2,3,4,5 and 7) acquired over
the west of Haerbin, Heilongjiang, china, on august 11,
2001. This site mainly contains two land-cover types, which
are vegetation and Expose land. For this dataset the three
band image classified based on spectral characteristics.
Green areas represent vegetation. Dark green areas represent
dry land. Slighter darker green areas on the image usually
represent forest land, brighter areas represent grass land, and
deep darker green areas represent paddy field. The
classification results shows the following diagrams based on
the different cluster index values[8]. The clustering results of
K-Means and Genetic Algorithm are evaluated using overall
accuracy, Kappa-value, average of producer‟s accuracy,
average user accuracy Among them, average of the
producer‟s accuracy, average of user accuracy, overall
accuracy and kappa value are widely used in the validation
of the land use/ land cover Classification. The following
chart represents execution time of existing and proposed
algorithm The error matrices obtained from all the
considered methods are shown in table-1. for more detailed
verification of the results, we assess the accuracy of the
each method we calculate the producer and user accuracy.
B. Kappa Analysis
Kappa coefficients are widely used as Classification
accuracy assessment for remote sensed data [5]. The result
of performing kappa analysis is a KHAT statistic (an
estimate of Kappa), which is computed as[10]
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Table I. Error Matrices of the Classification for Genetic Algorithm (Landsat-7 ETM+ DATA)
CLASS

PADDY

FOREST

FIELD

GRASS

DRY SALT

LAND

FLATS

DRY LAND

ROW TOTAL

PADDY FIELD

116

4

7

16

20

163

FOREST

8

41

9

34

3

95

GRASS LAND

12

19

99

13

31

174

DRY SALT

0

2

5

73

0

80

DRY LAND

5

7

25

0

131

168

COLUMN

131

73

155

126

185

460

80.92

56.16

63.87

57.94

70.81

67.09

43.16

56.90

91.25

77.98

FLATS

TOTAL
PRODUCER’S
ACCURACY (%)
USER’S
ACCURACY (%)

𝑁 𝑟𝑖=1 𝑥 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑖=1 (𝑥 𝑖+ .𝑥 +𝑖 )
^
=
𝑁 2 − 𝑟𝑖=1 (𝑥 𝑖+ .𝑥 +𝑖 )
𝐾
Where 𝑟 is the number of rows in the error matrix (also
called as confusion matrix), 𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the number of
observations in row 𝑖 and column𝑖, 𝑥𝑖+ and 𝑥+𝑖 are the
marginal totals of row 𝑖 and column𝑖, respectively, and N is
the total number of observations. The overall accuracy and
kappa analysis results are tabled (Table-2)

Table II. Accuracy

parameter

K-Means

GA

execution numbers

55

5

execution time

70

54

overall accuracy

65.16

69.19

kappa value

0.584

0.631

Fig-2 Results of Proposed Algorithm
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this work a fast and efficient remote sensing
classification system based on land cover information was
proposed using Genetic Algorithm. This work illustrates and
concluded that the system performance for land cover
classification in GA is better than K-Means Clustering
algorithm. The classified images can also be compared with
ground truth information physically.
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